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UNIVERSAL INSTRUCTION
Table of the conformity of model sizes for printing in
other formats. For A5 format, you can print on A4
format - 2 sheets per 1. For A3 format, you need to
print and fit to the edges.

PRINTING

1. Option
Print directly on the material. If you have the
opportunity to print on a photo printer, you can print
200-300 g / m2 on a design board.

2. Option
Print on transfer sheets. You can print on a simple
office printer on thin sheets and transfer to the
material. To transfer the cut out parts and compactly
stick them to the sheet. You can glue easily on several
points. Then you can take all the necessary actions.

Формат

%

▂ А5

68,1

▅ А4

100

█ А3

136
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MAKING

1. Pushing
Push through the places marked with dotted and
dash-dotted lines. We recommend this to be done
with thin, blunt dots pen, under a steel ruler.

2.

Cutting

Cut the parts along the contour marked with a continuous line. You can cut in any way comfortable for you.
Scissors or a knife under the steel ruler. If you use the knife you will need the same mock mat or glass.
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3. Folding
Qualitatively prepare the bends. Bend at the places indicated by the dotted line at yourself, the dash dotted
away from you.

4. Gluing
Glue the parts to the same numbers. You need to glue the flaps inside. All models are assembled on the
same rule, the geometry will not allow to make mistakes. Just glue all the numbers together and the model
will be the same as it was intended.

“The quality of the finished model will depend on the clarity of the performance of each stage, as well as
attention to detail. Good luck!"

LACRAFTA’s team

